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‣ INTRODUCTION 

Well-trained, talented actors can act in films and plays. However, they must know 
how to adapt their technique to the medium. This workshop is designed to give participants 
an introduction to acting in audio-visual media.  

It is perfect for students with some previous experience in theatre but none in front of 
a camera.  

 

‣ THE WORKSHOP 

This course explores the key skills required for acting in audio-visual media. It focus-
es on two main aspects: acting for camera and scene analysis.  

Firstly, a series of exercises will be proposed, so that students learn to act for camera 
and understand the basics of the medium.  

Then, in pairs or small groups, they will work on a scene from a series or film. Here, 
each student’s specific training needs will be addressed to help them apply what they learnt. 
Their material will be viewed to adapt and correct each performance.  

Students will always start working from a detailed scene analysis. That way, they will 
be able to deliver an honest performance and understand what it is like to act on a TV set. 

They will also study how a film set works and the artistic and technical teams of a 
film crew. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

   

‣ GENERAL OBJECTIVES: 

 
 Students must be aware that this is just an introductory workshop. Therefore, no au-
dio-visual material will be submitted at the end.  

The main objective of the workshop is to give students some insight into the features 
of film language, the basics of acting for camera, and how to correctly analyse scenes before 
performing them. 

 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

- Knowing the specific features of film language in relation to actors. Specific fea-
tures of acting for camera. 

- Being aware of the difficulties involved in acting for camera and how to overcome 
them. 

- Being versatile and able to work in different media: theatre, television. 

- Analysing sequences: introduction to film or TV script analysis, identifying the 
conflict, the setting and plot points. 

- Learning to deliver unassuming, true-to-life and honest performances, always mak-
ing the most of our expressive range in various dramatic genres. Working on each moment 
(action-reaction), line of thinking, gaze. 

- Introduction to storytelling devices and features in acting for camera: lines of ac-
tion, continuity, position marks, shots, etc. 

- Film crew members and their roles. Film shooting: what do actors find on a film 
set? 

- Helping students develop self-criticism and flexibility to adapt to new needs and 
instructions. 

 

 

 

 



   

   

 

‣ CONTENTS 
 

Block 1: INTRODUCTION TO FILM LANGUAGE - Introduction to film lan-
guage in relation to actors: technical requirements in cinema, terminology employed 
on sets, shots, position marks, continuity, being the centre of attention, body and 
voice intensity. Technical work on monologues in front of a camera. Film crew 
members. 

 
Block 2: COACHING - Self-knowledge. The image we project: authenticity. Body 
position. Diction. Tensions. Bad habits. Tics. Relaxation and concentration. Looking 
for your distinctive features. Being photogenic. 

 
Block 3. ACTING FOR CAMERA - Being in front of a camera: focus of attention 
and concentration. Listening. Simplicity, honesty and authenticity. Expressiveness. 
Sensory and emotional work. Inner thought. Gaze. Transitions. Text analysis and 
work on scenes. Dramatic and visual text analysis. 

 
 

‣ METHODS 
 
 This course will be based on a creative, active, participative, individualised and multi-
disciplinary methodology, which makes students think and feel motivated. It is a practical 
workshop, which means practical activities will be essential. Thus, students will have to work 
in front of a camera from the very beginning, and all blocks will be taught by means of exer-
cises.  
 

Teaching and learning strategies: 
 

1) Teacher’s lectures and explanations. 
2) Practical assignments in front of a camera, either individually or in pairs. 
3) Discussions to share and delve into the workshop contents. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

   

 

 

‣ ASSESSMENT CRITERIA 
 
 Students will be assessed on a CONTINUOUS, DIFFERENTIATED and INTE-
GRATED basis, taking into account their command of concepts, procedures and attitudes 
included in the workshop objectives and the following exercises: 
 

1) Engagement and participation in the practical assignments, monologues and 
scenes proposed. 

2) Active, creative participation in class. 
3) Systematic observation of work in class. 

 
For students’ continuous assessment, the processes undertaken, their progress and au-

dio-visual results will be taken into account. 
 To improve work in class and students’ artistic development, this methodology is sub-
ject to changes. 
 

‣ ADDRESSED TO: students with some previous experience in theatre but none in 
front of a camera. Furthermore, this is an introductory workshop, so anyone wishing 
to get into acting is more than welcome!  

‣  
HOUR BREAKDOWN 

- 24 and 25 March 2018 
- Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., and from 4 to 8 p.m. 
- Sunday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., and from 4 to 7 p.m. 
- 4 sessions 
- 15 hours – 1.5 Credits  
- 15 ESI hours 
  

 
- 24 and 25 March  

 
VENUE: Salvador Allende Room (Auditorium patio)  
 
 

PLEASE NOTE: 
IN ORDER TO OBTAIN THE COURSE CERTIFICATE, STUDENTS MUST: 

 
*ATTEND AT LEAST 80% OF TOTAL COURSE HOURS 

*HAVE PAID FOR COURSE FEES 
*PASS TEACHER’S ASSESSMENT TEST 

*COMPLETE COURSE SATISFACTION SURVEY 
 

 
         


